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Abstract: This paper presents a demonstrator featuring closed-loop coupling of a robust-
control-designed Power Management System (PMS) with a simulator – in the form of a
mathematical model – of a multiple-storage-based microgrid, playing the role of the plant. The
PMS ensures a reliability-aware coordinated control of the different energy storages, of various
technologies, supplying a typically irregular load. Some usual applications are in stationary or
mobile microgrids, like power supply systems on board of electric vehicles, the latter being the
use case exemplified here. Being designed upon the hardware-in-the loop simulation (HILS)
principle, the demonstrator allows calibration and real-time validation of the robust PMS and
its pertinent closed-loop real-time tests in laboratory conditions. The rapid prototyping system
dSPACETM MicroAutoBox II is employed for embedding the microgrid model, whereas the
robust PMS is embedded on a TI C2000 microcontroller unit. General design requirements
and architecture of the demonstrator are detailed, then its customization to the considered
application case is presented. Finally, a set of illustrative real-time tests – obtained by using a
standard driving cycle – are presented and discussed.

Keywords: real time simulation and dispatching of power and energy systems, embedded
computer control systems and applications, robust controller synthesis, application of power
electronics.

1. INTRODUCTION

In situ preliminary experimental validation of control laws
may be difficult because of unpredictability of operating
conditions and associated risks and/or expensive costs.
The hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS) principle is
nowadays widely employed for rapid prototyping, its ef-
fectiveness being fully recognized. In this way, replicable
experiments can repetitively be carried out in laboratory
conditions on dedicated test rigs.

Generally speaking, the HILS concept consists in the
closed-loop connection of both physical and software parts,
in order to replicate in laboratory (controlled, customiz-
able and safe) conditions the dynamic behaviour of an
industrial process or system. The software part results
from modelling those parts of the real system which will be
simulated in real time – because it is to expensive and/or
dangerous to use the real parts – whereas the physical part
is taken as it is from that system.

Since its definition and introduction at the beginning
of the 1990s for developing and testing control struc-
tures for mechanical equipments (Hanselmann (1993)) –
HILS applications in the automotive industry using the
MATLAB /Simulink software on a dSPACETM platform
date back to 1996 (Hanselmann (1996), Kiffmeier (1996))
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– HILS concept has increasingly been used – in particular,
for control law rapid prototyping – being now involved in
other modern concepts such as, for example, the digital
twin. The main idea is to embed a control law on a
numerical device (hardware under test – HUT), which is
further connected in closed loop to a computing unit that
runs a real-time mathematical model of the plant. This
device is typically a microcontroller unit (MCU) and can
be used in conjunction with other architectures, e.g., an
FPGA (Prochazka et al. (2021)).

2. ARCHITECTURE OF THE HILS-BASED
DEMONSTRATOR

The HILS-based demonstrator architecture results accord-
ing to a predefined set of requirements, some of which are
general for the real-time control applications design and
some other ones are specific for the considered application.

General requirements. A HILS setup must provide repre-
sentative, controllable and reproducible conditions for test
and validation of various control strategies. Thus, it should
have real-time capabilities, enabled by fast-computation
processing units and accompanied by automatic code gen-
eration for an as large as possible real-time targets, namely
state-of-the-art MCUs, widely used in industry. Generic
flexibility features must rely upon portable hardware and
evolutive software architecture, such that new components
or updates to be easily added. Not least, an user-friendly
interface, with extensive capabilities, is necessary.
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Fig. 1. General configuration of the demonstrator.

Hardware configuration. Fig. 1 shows the real-time
closed loop composed of a coupling between the plant sim-
ulator and the MCU board hosting the control algorithm.

Here, a Texas Instruments (TI) C2000 Delfino MCU,
mounted on a LAUNCHXL-F28379D board, is chosen
to embed the control (***TI MCU (2017a)), while
the plant is real-time simulated by using a dSPACETM

MicroAutoBox II platform, with DS1513 I/O board
(***dSPACE (2017a)). The two devices exchange analog
and digital signals via a dedicated I/O electronic signal
interface. The entire demonstrator is monitored by a PC
HP Zbook 15 G3 mobile workstation, which also hosts
the real-time programming for both targets, MCU and
dSPACETM MicroAutoBox II.

Fig. 2 shows a photo of the assembled demonstrator,
which has been designed such that its components are
impaled one into another, at the lowermost level being the
dSPACETM system (noted by ”1” in the figure) and on the
top the LaunchPad board with the TI C2000 MCU (noted
by ”4”). The electronic interface, ”3”, and the connection
break-out box, ”2”, are placed in the middle.

Software elements. Software components are belonging
to three groups: software running off-line on PC work-
station; codes running in real-time on either targets: TI
C2000 MCU and dSPACETM MicroAutoBox II; real-time
operation monitoring software running on PC workstation.

The first category includes the PC operating system as
support for all programming software, and MCU specific
drivers, e.g., those of communication protocol conversion.
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Fig. 2. Demonstrator’s hardware configuration (photo).

As the controller design relies upon a model-based ap-
proach, implemented under MATLAB /Simulink software
environment (***MathWorks (2022)), some specialized

toolboxes are used to design and build controller and
plant simulator diagrams – among them, toolboxes en-
abling real-time operation and also MCU-dedicated soft-
ware packages, like ”Embedded Coder Support Package
for TI C2000 Processors”. The latter one is used in con-
junction with Code Composer Studio (CCS) Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) (***TI CCS (2017b))
and ControlSUITETM (***TI CS (2017c)) for TI C2000
MCU code generation. In addition to these, Real-Time
Interface (RTI) is used to extend the C code genera-
tor Simulink CoderTM for automatic implementation of
Simulink models on the real-time hardware. Here, it is
used to convert plant simulator diagram into dSPACETM

MicroAutoBox II target code.

The second class of software is composed of the real-
time codes built by using the above-mentioned tools, while
the third class is based on ControlDesk universal experi-
ment software (***dSPACE (2017b)), used to monitor
MicroAutoBox II operation.

3. APPLICATION CASE: ROBUST PMS FOR EV
ON-BOARD MULTI-STORAGE POWER SUPPLY

SYSTEM

A multi-storage power supply system on board of an
electric vehicle (EV) is here considered, which illustrates
hybridization of a number of technologically-different elec-
trical power sources. Hybridization is a state-of-the-art so-
lution widely used for covering non-uniform (even erratic)
power availability/demand in a wide area of applications.
Combining two or more electrical power sources, each of
which is specialized in a certain dynamic range, repre-
sents an optimal techno-economical solution (Miller et al.
(2009)). In EV applications, fuel cells or electrochemical
batteries are used for supplying the slow, low-frequency
variations of power demand – according to Ragone’s taxon-
omy (Florescu et al. (2012)), these are high-energy-density
sources – while ultracapacitors or flywheels are widely used
for either providing or absorbing the rapid, high-frequency
variations of power demand – these are high-power-density
sources. Also, renewable energy systems (e.g., PV pan-
els) may be inserted into power system for reducing fuel
consumption and increasing vehicle autonomy. Effective
coordination of these complementary sources is ensured
by means of a Power Management System (PMS).

To fix ideas, a three-storage EV power supply configura-
tion as in Fig. 3 is considered next, where a fuel cell, a
battery and an ultracapacitor are connected on a common
DC link, which supplies the main EV electrical motor
(Nwesaty et al. (2016)). Each storage is current-controlled
by means of a DC-DC power electronics synchronous buck
converter. References to be provided to low-level PI-based
current tracking loops, are denoted by < ·∗ > in Fig. 3.
The hybridization comes here from the need to protect
the fuel cell from the sudden power load variations that
risk to negatively affect its reliability and lifetime. Instead,
such variations may easier be dealt with by inserting an
ultracapacitor system in parallel on the DC link, to be able
to provide large amount of electrical power in a short time.
A drawback is that the ultracapacitor will be empty/full
in short time, because of its limited capacity. Thus, the
battery adds flexibility by supplying/drawing not only
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Fig. 3. Configuration of the EV power supply system.

a part of low-frequency current, but also the medium-
frequency current component.

The particularity of having three different storages in
a power supply on board of EVs has been considered
sufficiently generic and illustrative for various management
methods proposed in the literature (e.g., Thounthonga et
al. (2009), Zandi et al. (2011)).

For this system a threefold control objective is stated.
Thus, the primary control target is to maintain DC-link
voltage at some imposed setpoint, v∗dc, irrespective of the
current load. The main load is the EV AC motor (usually
a permanent-magnet synchronous motor) driven by an in-
verter. The motor operates in generator regimes while ve-
hicle is braking. The electrical current demanded/supplied
by the inverter, ild, acts as an uncontrollable current
source (disturbance). Second, current references to each
storage must be provided in their specific operating dy-
namic domain, thus optimizing their operation and reduc-
ing sizing/design task complexity; reliability-aware aspects
are thus accounted for in the control design. Finally, ultra-
capacitor voltage must be loosely maintained around some
imposed value, v∗uc – e.g., about 70% of rated – to avoid
operating limits of ultracapacitor under-/over-voltage.

The above-listed control objectives have been cast as a
robust disturbance-rejection problem, solved by designing
an H∞-based PMS. Thus, the control effort is split be-
tween the sources by using our approach in Nwesaty et al.
(2015, 2016), which casts the desired frequency domains
of sources into spectral-shaped sensitivity functions. The
PMS shown in Fig. 3 has vdc and vuc errors as inputs, while
its outputs are current references of fuel cell, i∗fc, battery,
i∗bt , and ultracapacitor, i∗uc, cast in low-, medium- and
high-frequency domains, respectively.

Unlike more classical solutions, such as, e.g., the one based
on filtering (Florescu et al. (2012)), this MIMO H∞
approach provides additional degrees of freedom in design,
such that to be able to perform multi-criteria optimization
in the sense of robustifying closed-loop performance in re-
lation to the operating point and parameter uncertainties.
The design procedure has been coded in MATLAB and
outputs a single controller as a dynamic system, in a form
ready to be automatically traslated in executable code for
the chosen target MCU.

Flexibility is paid by controller complexity. However, it
was proved that embedding the PMS for the considered
use case has only required a small amount of the TI
C2000 MCU computing ressources, as specified further in
Section 5. On the other hand, the non structured pattern
of the H∞ controller renders it relatively difficult to debug

and requires extensive attention when embedding different
additional conditioning, e.g., anti-windup loops.

4. CUSTOMIZATION OF THE DEMONSTRATOR
FOR THE EV ON-BOARD ROBUST PMS

VALIDATION

Adjustments have been made to the basic demonstrator
configuration (see Fig. 1), in order to customize it for
the considered application case. Thus, both hardware
and software elements have been added, the latter in
relation to codes developed on both MicroAutoBox II and
TI C2000 MCU, such as user interfaces implemented in
ControlDesk and TI C2000 Simulink console.
ControlDesk interface. An user-friendly and intuitive
user interface has been built in ControlDesk , having in
its center a diagram representing the EV’s three-storage
power supply system (see Fig. 4); this allows supervision
of the closed-loop operation and user control of simulation
scenarios via digital signals.

The user-input zone (at the left side of the figure) has been
enriched with more driving cycle selection possibilities (up
to nine), cycle gain, possibility of configuring vdc measure-
ment noise (by means of its base frequency and standard
deviation). LEDs concerning controller activation, storage
systems status, pushbuttons for powering, enabling and
configuring subsystems are included. A manual slider is
present to allow configuring a desired current level; it is
limited at ±60 A as in steady-state the fuel cell is not able
to provide enough current such that to overcome atypically
large loads. A time counter for supervising load cycles has
been added at the top-left corner of the screen.

TI C2000 MCU console. The Simulink console, super-
vising TI C2000 MCU operation via serial peripheral inter-
face, see Fig. 5, has been upgraded with new capabilities,
including FFTs of sources’ currents. This console allows
switching between the two types of PMS – the robust one
and the PI-based one – by toggle the “Ctrl Mode” button
(at the left side) and features displays of system states,
control errors and outputs of the controller. It also allows
real-time computing and visualization of the three sources’
currents spectra.

Joystick. An analog joystick has been developed in
order to facilitate input of load current in an arbitrary
mode by an user. Its operation is configured via the
ControlDesk interface; the user can select current load
source either from the manual slider or from joystick.

A global picture of the demonstrator can be seen in Fig. 6.

5. CLOSED-LOOP REAL-TIME VALIDATION
RESULTS

Effective operation of the demonstrator supposes two
major steps. First, one prepares the two Simulink diagrams
for both the plant simulator and the PMS controller
and associated MATLAB files. Then, these diagrams are
compiled and the resulted code is uploaded to the specific
targets. The two user interfaces are separately built using
dedicated mechanisms in Simulink and ControlDesk.

In a second phase, demonstrator can be used for either
validation of theH∞-based PMS control law, or for system
closed-loop capabilities demonstration. Once the operation



Fig. 4. ControlDesk interface with customized capabilities, allowing plant supervision.

Fig. 5. Simulink console for TI C2000 MCU embedding the
robust PMS.

goal having been defined, one chooses the most pertinent
scenario to apply, allowing time- and frequency-domain
analysis of closed-loop system behaviour in real time.

Performance of the embedded robust PMS code. TMS
320F28379D MCU has been used for effective control code
embedding; its computing performance is given by 800
MIPS at 200 MHz and 204 kB RAM. A thorough analysis
of its usage in terms of both computational burden and
memory allocation has been done. This allows assessing

Fig. 6. Global view of the real-time validation setup
build around the HILS-based demonstrator – photo
at GIPSA-lab.

either a downgrade to a less expensive and less powerful
MCU, or the reserve in terms of computational power
and memory that could be used if embedding of a more
complex control would be aimed at. The allocated memory
was estimated from information given by the linking
process: the total memory is about 20 kB, i.e., about 10%
of the MCU available memory.

As regards the processing power reserve evaluation, the
computational time of controller’s critical actions is about
25.3 µs out of the 100 µs available (corresponding to the
sampling frequency of 10 kHz), so the interrupt takes
roughly 25% of the total available computational time.

Hence, a large amount of code can still be executed by the
chosen MCU within the chosen sampling time, so further
complexifying of the control law is totally affordable.
Moreover, note also that it is in this case about a dual-
processor architecture, so only half of computing power is
actually used (400 MIPS). The other way round, if the
control law does not need to be further enhanced, then a
less expensive MCU, e.g., in the DelfinoTM class, can be
envisaged for further development, e.g., TMS320F2833x
(with 100-150 MIPS and 68 KB RAM).
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Fig. 7. Closed-loop PMS validation in response to “Artemis Urban” driving cycle (*** (2023)): a) load current; b)
sources’ currents (black line – fuel cell, blue line – battery, red line – ultracapacitor); c) DC-link voltage; d)
spectral characteristics of sources’ currents: black bars – fuel cell, blue bars – battery, red bars – ultracapacitor.

Real-time closed-loop results under ”Artemis Urban” driv-
ing cycle. The European “Artemis Urban” driving cycle
has been chosen to illustrate closed-loop effectiveness of
the designed PMS on board of a three-storage EV, whose
main parameters are listed in the Appendix A. Time
evolutions presented next have been obtained by means
of the ControlDesk interface in Fig. 4. Fig. 7a) contains
the corresponding current load profile, ild.

Fig. 7c) shows a very fast regulation of DC-link voltage
around its setpoint value (v∗dc = 150 V), with a maximum
error of about 2.5%. Fig. 7b) illustrates that the dynamic
separation of sources’ currents is effective: fuel cell current
(black line) contains only low frequencies, while ultra-
capacitor current (red line) contains zero-average high-
frequency components. The battery supplies medium fre-
quencies (blue line). So, the high-power-density storage ef-
fectively protects the other two, high-energy-density ones.
The same idea is illustrated in Fig. 8a), where oscilloscope
captures zoomed on the first 400 s are shown, with the
associated controlled voltages in Fig. 8b).

Corresponding FFT spectra of each of the sources’ cur-
rents in response to the load current are presented in
Fig. 7d), thus equivalently illustrating sources’ dynamic
separation in the frequency domain: ultracapacitor current
(red bars) is spread towards high frequencies, while fuel cell

current (black bars) occupies the low frequencies – with a
very large DC component – with battery current spectrum
(blue bars) being placed in the mid-frequency range.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper has dealt with the systematic design, building
and performance assessment of a HILS-based demonstra-
tor dedicated to rapid prototyping and preliminary control
law validation in laboratory – i.e., safe, controllable and re-
producible – conditions. The case of a three-storage power
supply system on board of an electric vehicle, managed by
a robust, H∞-based power management system, has been
chosen as application and its proof of concept has been
thoroughly performed. Choice of the H∞ approach has
been justified by the necessity of robustifying the closed-
loop performance in relation to the operating point and
parameter uncertainties. The rapid prototyping system
dSPACETM MicroAutoBox II has been employed for em-
bedding the power supply system model, with the robust,
H∞-based PMS being embedded on a Texas Instruments
general-purpose microcontroller unit.

Starting from a generic set of requirements, focus has been
put on the flexibility of the demonstrator basic structure,
which allows customizing and upgrading it for a particular
application. Not least, it has been shown that embedding
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of quite complex controls (such as a robust one) is perfectly
affordable from a cost–performance trade-off viewpoint.
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Appendix A. EV POWER SUPPLY MAIN
PARAMETERS

• rated power: Pdc = 15 kW;
• DC link: voltage v∗dc=150 V, capacity Cdc =
10000 µF ;

• fuel cell rated voltage E0f= 50 V;
• lead-acid battery: voltage 48 V, capacity 12.6 Ah;
• ultracapacitor: capacity C0 = 2600 F, maximum
voltage 42 V, minimum voltage 32 V;

• current tracking loops’ time constant TC = 2 ms.


